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Set for the Season
Whether eating takeout or a home-cooked meal, 
dining at home has become de rigueur over the 
last few months. Recently launched tabletop line 
VON GERN HOME offers practical, chic and color-
ful wares that can be arranged in nearly endless 
combinations to reinvent your table for every meal. 
Available at Von Gern Home; vongernhome.com

Tiny 
Treasures

Showcase clippings from a 
bountiful autumn garden—like 

dahlias or goldenrod—with a bud 
vase crafted for BLOOMIST by arti-

san glassblower, Gary Bodker, in a 
deep rose color to complement 
the deeper fall palette. Place a 

single stem in one bud vase and 
group them together to make a 

stunning centerpiece. 
Available at Bloomist; bloomist.com

Like Moths to a Flame
R HUGHES offers a witty take on this old adage with the Haunt 
Pendant, a milk-glass orb embellished with cast-bronze moths 
designed by Jane Hallworth for HALLWORTH’s new American Gothic 
collection. Available at R Hughes, ADAC, (404) 607-8877; r-hughes.com

The changing  of seasons and cooler temperatures brings a 
slew of  new introductions to welcome autumn’s happy 
hues in style. Take a look at some of our favorites

 FALLING FOR
Produced by  ZOË GOWEN

HOT TODDY
It's a well-known fact by those in the 
design world that whiskey is decora-
tor BUNNY WILLIAMS’ year-round drink 
of choice. It comes as no surprise, 
then, that she would introduce the 
handsome Rhys Drinks Table this fall 
as many begin welcoming Old Fash-
ioneds and Manhattans into their 
cocktail hour once again. Available at 

Bunny Williams Home, (212) 935-5930;  

bunnywilliamshome.com 
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S T Y L E
N E W S

Clear 
Refinement
To be completely transparent, 
finding just the right table lamp 
can be tricky. One has to 
consider finding the perfect 
color and shape to match 
the room. HECTOR FINCH 

introduced an elegant and 
versatile cylindrical, glass 
ribbed lamp offered in seven 
different finishes to comple-
ment any and every space. 
Available at Jerry Pair, ADAC, 

(404) 261-6337; jerrypairatlanta.com

CLIMBING VINES 
SOANE BRITAIN debuts a refreshed collection that explores 

company founder Lulu Lytle’s favorite motifs, the Scrolling Fern 
Silhouette fabric (shown above left), a smaller scale of the popular 
Scrolling Frond, and Scrolling Acanthus Frond wallpaper (shown 
above right) an enlarged scale of the existing Scrolling Acanthus. 

Both are available in two expanded vibrant and earthy 
colorways, Moss and Sorolla Red, shown here. 
Available at Soane Britain, (470) 355-4887; soane.com

QUICK 
CHANGE
Just in time for keeping room and family room 
upgrades, MARIKA MEYER TEXTILES launched a 
throw pillow line featuring her own whimsical, 
easy-to-mix linen fabrics. Available at Marika Meyer 

Textiles; marikameyertextiles.com PREPPY CHIC
SCHUMACHER’s second collection with WILLIAMS 

SONOMA celebrates iconic patterns from the 
American design house with tabletop items, 
linens, pillows and home accessories such as 
candles and diffusers. Pictured are the Shanghai 
Peacock ginger jar ($250) and the Samarkand 
ikat vase and cachepot ($125 each). Available at 

Williams Sonoma; williams-sonoma.com


